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ABSTRACT
Cosmic rays (CRs) are thought to provide an important source of ionization in the outermost and
densest regions of protoplanetary disks; however, it is unknown to what degree they are physically
present. As is observed in the Solar System, stellar winds can inhibit the propagation of cosmic
rays within the circumstellar environment and subsequently into the disk. In this work, we explore
the hitherto neglected effects of cosmic ray modulation by both stellar winds and magnetic field
structures and study how these processes act to reduce disk ionization rates. We construct a two-
dimensional protoplanetary disk model of a T-Tauri star system, focusing on ionization from stellar
and interstellar FUV, stellar X-ray photons, and cosmic rays. We show that stellar winds can power a
Heliosphere-like analogue, i.e., a “T-Tauriosphere,” diminishing cosmic ray ionization rates by several
orders of magnitude at low to moderate CR energies (ECR ≤ 1 GeV). We explore models of both the
observed solar wind cosmic ray modulation and a highly simplified estimate for “elevated” cosmic ray
modulation as would be expected from a young T-Tauri star. In the former (solar analogue) case,
we estimate the ionization rate from galactic cosmic rays to be ζCR ∼ (0.23− 1.4)× 10−18 s−1. This
range of values, which we consider to be the maximum CR ionization rate for the disk, is more than
an order of magnitude lower than what is generally assumed in current models for disk chemistry and
physics. In the latter elevated case, i.e., for a “T-Tauriosphere,” the ionization rate by cosmic rays is
ζCR . 10−20 s−1, which is 1000 times smaller than the interstellar value. We discuss the implications
of a diminished cosmic ray ionization rate on the gas physics by estimating the size of the resulting MRI
dead zones. Indeed, if winds are as efficient at cosmic ray modulation as predicted here, short-lived
radionuclides (now extinct) would have provided the major source of ionization (ζRN ∼ 7.3 × 10−19
s−1) in the planet-forming zone of the young Solar Nebula.
Subject headings: stars: pre-main sequence, stars: protoplanetary disks, stars: winds, ISM: cosmic
rays, stars: magnetic fields, stars: accretion disks
1. INTRODUCTION
Ionization is one of the most fundamental processes
that drives the physics and chemistry of young proto-
planetary disks. From the physical perspective, processes
such as accretion and planet formation depend crucially
on the ability of the disk to transport angular momen-
tum. The primary mechanisms posited for transport are
gravitational instability (Cameron 1978; Boss 1997) and
the magnetorotational instability (MRI; Velikhov 1959;
Chandrasekhar 1960; Balbus & Hawley 1991). For disks
with masses similar to that of the minimum mass Solar
Nebula (Md . 0.05 M; Weidenschilling 1977) gravi-
tational instability is not expected to be efficient and
thus MRI is thought to drive angular momentum trans-
fer. However, for MRI to operate, the predominantly
neutral disk must be sufficiently coupled to the magnetic
fields through frequent ion–neutral collisions. Therefore
ions are essential in setting the kinematic and turbu-
lent properties of the disk, in turn impacting important
physical processes such as accretion onto the star and
planet formation. Indeed, it has been suggested that low-
ionization MRI-inactive regions of the disk, a.k.a. “dead
zones” (Gammie 1996; Matsumura & Pudritz 2003), pro-
vide a favorable safe haven for planetesimal formation
from dust coagulation (Gressel et al. 2012).
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Futhermore, ionization plays an important role in the
heating of circumstellar gas. Models of ionization by cos-
mic rays and X-rays have shown that the primary and
secondary electrons generated in these processes can be
a significant source of heating through inelastic collisions
with gas molecules (Glassgold & Najita 2001; Glassgold
et al. 2004; Nomura et al. 2007; Glassgold et al. 2012).
This additional heating source can significantly raise gas
temperatures in the innermost radii and the tenuous sur-
face layers of the disk, thereby influencing the strength
and opacity of the observed emission lines.
Finally, ions are critical for powering gas-phase chem-
istry, which proceeds predominantly through ion-neutral
reactions – the main chemical pathways in the interstel-
lar medium. At low temperatures (T < 50 K), ion–
neutral reactions typically have reaction rates orders of
magnitude faster than neutral–neutral reactions (Wat-
son 1976), and therefore are the dominant drivers to-
wards gas-phase complexity and enhancing deuteration,
e.g., though reactions with H2D
+.
The circumstellar molecular reservoir of the disk will
eventually provide the material that will feed young
proto-Jupiters, thereby setting the initial chemical com-
position of the gas-giants. The turbulent properties of
the disk also affects the efficiency with which the disk
forms rocky planets and gas-giant cores (e.g., Gressel
et al. 2012), impacting the formation of smaller, Earth-
like planets. As a result, ions, through dynamical, ther-
mal, and chemical mechanisms, influence all aspects of
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planet formation.
The primary sources of ionization present in the disk
environment include stellar and interstellar UV radia-
tion, stellar X-rays, decay of short-lived radionuclides,
cosmic rays (CR), and thermal ionization. In the surface
layers and close to the star (R . 0.5 AU), stellar UV
and X-ray photons are the dominant ionizing agents. At
large radii (R & 100 AU) and in the dense disk midplane
where the optical depth to stellar and interstellar radia-
tion is extremely large, it is often assumed that cosmic
rays permeate material with column densities Σg . 100
g cm−2 (Umebayashi & Nakano 1981), providing a base
level of ionization and permitting MRI driven turbulence
in the outer disk (e.g., Gammie 1996; Perez-Becker &
Chiang 2011b).
The need for CR ionization presents an interesting
question. First, it is seen that within the Solar System
the solar wind modulates CR protons with energies be-
low ∼ 1 GeV (Gleeson & Axford 1967, 1968; Webber
& Lezniak 1974) within a region called the Heliosphere
(Davis 1955; Axford et al. 1963). Results from the Voy-
ager spacecraft show the Heliosphere extends out to dis-
tances of at least 121 AU (Krimigis et al. 2011; Decker
et al. 2012), with the true boundary yet to be crossed.
Young stellar objects are intrinsically magnetically active
with significant mass-loss rates, and therefore it would be
unsurprising for a young star to produce an analogous re-
gion of decreased CR flux, i.e., a “T–Tauriosphere.” It is
important to note that the background CR flux in mas-
sive star-forming regions can have an elevated CR flux,
amplified by supernova interactions with nearby molec-
ular clouds (Fatuzzo et al. 2006).
Second, the star formation process is seen to reshape
the magnetic environment (e.g., Girart et al. 2006), and
as a result the presence of magnetic structure can also
modify cosmic ray propagation (Padovani & Galli 2011;
Rimmer et al. 2012). Therefore it is not clear that cosmic
rays are indeed present at rates predicted for the diffuse
ISM (ζCR ∼ 10−16 s−1; McCall et al. 2003; Indriolo et al.
2007; Neufeld et al. 2010) or even at the levels predicted
for dense molecular clouds (e.g., ζCR ∼ 3−7×10−17 s−1;
Black et al. 1990). It is the latter rate that is typically
adopted in simulations of MRI turbulence and circum-
stellar chemistry.
For the first time, this work explores the potential for
stellar winds and magnetic fields to exclude CRs from
the protoplanetary disk environment. Although this ef-
fect is extraordinarily well-studied within our own Helio-
sphere, it is typically neglected in modeling of circum-
stellar disks. Turner & Drake (2009) were the first to
attempt to account for this reduction by integrating the
ISM cosmic ray spectrum above ECR ≥ 100 MeV. As
this current paper shows, however, the exclusion of cos-
mic rays should be significantly more efficient and will
reduce cosmic ray fluxes at all energies ECR. Here we
examine how both wind and magnetic processes modify
the ionization rate in the deep planet-forming layers of
the disk and show how this shielding, in turn, can af-
fect the size of dead zones. This paper is only the first
step toward a full understanding of these processes. In
subsequent work (Cleeves, Bergin & Adams, in prepa-
ration; Paper II), we plan to examine the effects of cos-
mic ray exclusion on molecular ion chemistry and make
predictions for observable tests by the Atacama Large
Millimeter/Submillimeter Array (ALMA).
The paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2, we mo-
tivate the physical model and discuss the sources of ion-
izing radiation present in the disk. In Sections 3 and
4, we discuss the impact of stellar winds and magnetic
fields on the cosmic ray ionization rate, respectively. In
Section 5, we examine the effects of low ionization rates
in the context of dead zones. In Section 6, we discuss
the possibility of additional ionization from the decay of
radionuclides. Finally, in Section 7, we summarize our
results.
2. THE MODEL
2.1. Physical Parameters
Physical models of the dust and gas in protoplanetary
disks have become increasingly complex (e.g., D’Alessio
et al. 1998; Woitke et al. 2009; Fogel et al. 2011). How-
ever, in this work we aim to isolate and demonstrate the
effects of modifications to the cosmic ray flux and energy
spectrum. To do this, we have created a generic model
of a T-Tauri disk and have altered the incident cosmic
ray flux. While the structure will depend in detail on the
assumptions made for this incident flux (e.g., additional
gas heating produced from secondary electrons), we have
set out to understand the scope and intensity of cosmic
rays throughout the disk in the context of ionization.
With that established, we have created a 2D az-
imuthally symmetric model of a disk with the radiation
transfer capabilities of the TORUS code (Harries 2000;
Harries et al. 2004; Kurosawa et al. 2004; Pinte et al.
2009). The 2D model structure and dust composition is
fixed and then passively irradiated by the central star as
described in detail below. For our fixed density struc-
ture we have implemented a simple disk model of the
form presented in Andrews et al. (2011):
Σg(R) = Σc
(
R
Rc
)−1
exp
[
−
(
R
Rc
)]
, (1)
h(R) = hc
(
R
Rc
)ψ
, (2)
ρs(R,Z) =
(1− f)Σ√
2piRh
exp
[
−1
2
(
Z
h
)2]
, (3)
and
ρl(R,Z) =
fΣ√
2piRχh
exp
[
−1
2
(
Z
χh
)2]
. (4)
The first equation describes the radial surface density,
a power-law with an exponential taper, where Σc and Rc
are the characteristic surface density and radius of the
profile, respectively. In this simple model, we mandate
that both the gas and dust follow the same radial sur-
face density profile, with the critical dust surface density
equal to Σd = Σg/100 as per the standard ISM ratio.
The values for the parameters used are outlined in Ta-
ble 1 and are fixed unless otherwise noted.
Motivated by the Spitzer inference that small grains are
not present in the upper layers of protoplanetary disks,
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Figure 1. Model a) gas density, b) dust density, c) dust temperature, d) gas temperature, and e) integrated X-ray- and f) UV-radiation
fields. The UV flux is integrated between 930 – 2000 A˚ and has a spectral shape of TW Hydra (Herczeg et al. 2002, 2004). The model
X-ray flux has a total luminosity of LXR = 10
29.5 erg s−1 between 0.1 – 10 keV.
i.e., are settled (Furlan et al. 2006), we have incorpo-
rated the UV and X-ray optical effects of dust settling
into our model. Following the prescription described in
Andrews et al. (2011), we have used an approximation to
include vertical size segregation of dust grains by defin-
ing two distinct grain populations: one distribution cor-
responding to large, settled millimeter-sized grains and a
second corresponding to a small micron-sized grain pop-
ulation, e.g., the “atmosphere.” Both the micron-sized
grains and gas are distributed with a Gaussian profile
of scale height h(R) given by Equation (2) where hc is
the characteristic scale height of the model and ψ is the
power law dependence of the scale height versus radial
distance. The large grains are distributed over a smaller
scale height χh. The value of χ < 1 is fixed to 0.2, or,
equivalently, large grains are distributed over 20% of the
scale height of small grains. While the vertically inte-
grated gas mass to dust mass ratio is set to be 100, the
gas to dust mass ratio is much larger in the surface layers
and much smaller in the midplane. This geometry is ex-
pected due to grains preferentially settling out from the
surface and increasing the mass of dust in the midplane,
while simultaneously depleting the surface of dust.
For the dust chemical composition, we implement a
blend of 80% astronomical silicates (Draine & Lee 1984)
and 20% graphite; the mix is not varied between differ-
ent size populations. Both dust populations (atmosphere
and midplane) are described by an MRN distribution
(Mathis et al. 1977), e.g., n(a) ∝ a−p where p = 3.5, and
have a characteristic minimum and maximum size amin
and amax. The minimum size is furthermore fixed to be
amin = 0.005 µm across all populations. The small grains
are broken up into two subsets, one with amax = 1 µm
corresponding to 15% small grains by mass and a second
with amax = 10 µm accounting for 85% of the mass in
small grains. The large grains are a single population
Table 1
Stellar and disk model parameters.
Stellar Model
Stellar Mass 1.06 M
Stellar Radius 1.83 R
Stellar Teff 4300 K
LUV 2.9 ×1031 erg s−1 a
LXR 10
29.5 erg s−1
Disk Model
Rinner 0.1 AU
Router 400 AU
Mdust 3.9 ×10−4 M
Mgas 0.039 M
amax [atm.] 1µm (15%)
10µm (85%)
amax [midplane] 1 mm
amin 0.005 µm
f 0.85
χ 0.2
ψ 0.3
Σc 3.1 g cm−2
Rc 135 AU
hc 12 AU
a As computed from the observed FUV
spectrum of TW Hya integrated between
930 and 2000 A˚ (Herczeg et al. 2002,
2004).
with amax = 1 mm. We have mandated that the mass in
large grains, f , is 85% of the total dust mass, see Equa-
tions (3) and (4).
On this fixed model, TORUS solves for the dust ther-
mal radiative equilibrium using the Lucy method (Lucy
1999). For the central star, we adopt the following pa-
rameters: M = 1.06 M, R = 1.83 R, and Teff =
4300 K. Furthermore, the dust temperatures computed
by TORUS are assumed to be equal to the gas temper-
atures. We find that this assumption is acceptable as
the bulk mass of the disk beyond R = 0.5 AU is well
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below the temperature threshold for thermal ionization
(T >1000 K; Fromang et al. 2002). To check this as-
sumption, we have computed a simple equilibrium gas
temperature by balancing heating from stellar X-rays
against grain–gas collisional cooling (Glassgold & Najita
2001; Glassgold et al. 2004; Qi et al. 2006) and find that
the majority of the disk is below the thermal ionization
threshold. For completeness, we show the calculated gas
temperature in Figure 1d., but emphasize that only the
dust temperatures are used in the following calculations
as this work focuses on ionization in the densest material
where the dust and gas are thermally coupled. The den-
sity and thermal structure of the disk model are plotted
in Figure 1.
2.2. Disk Ionization Processes
2.2.1. Stellar Ionization
It is well known that young T-Tauri stars are bright
X-ray and UV emitters (Feigelson & Montmerle 1999).
This emission irradiates the circumstellar environment
and drives chemical, ionizing, and thermal physics. The
radiation from the star reaches the flared disk surface
at a predominantly glancing angle and is scattered and
absorbed by the circumstellar dust and gas. While the
tenuous disk atmosphere is bathed completely by stellar
UV and X-ray radiation, the large line-of-sight optical
depths to the midplane hinder ionizing photons reaching
the very densest outer regions (Figure 1). It is thus im-
portant to model the propagation of radiation in the disk
as accurately as possible to determine the volume of disk
gas that is exposed to the stellar ionizing photons (e.g.,
Glassgold et al. 1997; Igea & Glassgold 1999). In this
section we quantitatively show the relative contribution
from each of the dominant sources of ionization for our
prototypical disk model.
To determine the position dependent UV and X-ray
fields, we employ a Monte Carlo radiative transfer code
as described in Bethell & Bergin (2011a,b). For the in-
put stellar UV field, we adopt the observed spectrum
of TW Hya (Figure 2; Herczeg et al. 2002, 2004). The
continuum opacity is set by the position dependent dust
model and is computed via the Monte Carlo code at eight
discrete wavelengths and interpolated between the range
930-2000 A˚. In addition to these continuum points, we
include the Monte Carlo radiative transfer of Lyman-α
photons as described in Bethell & Bergin (2011b). In ad-
dition to dust scattering, Lyman-α photons undergo res-
onant isotropic scattering off hydrogen atoms, and there-
fore to determine the location of this hydrogen scattering
layer the equilibrium H and H2 abundances are computed
using the method of Spaans & Neufeld (1997) and H2
self-shielding functions of Tielens & Hollenbach (1985).
The methodology of the X-ray radiative transfer is sim-
ilar to that of the UV and incorporates both absorption
and scattering of the X-ray photons. We have used the
updated X-ray cross sections of Bethell & Bergin (2011b)
that incorporate the recently updated solar abundances
of Asplund et al. (2009). Bethell & Bergin (2011b) found
that even in the case of a fully dust-settled disk there ex-
ists an X-ray opacity “floor” from the gas. Therefore,
while settling does decrease the X-ray opacity, it is re-
duced by at most a factor of two at ∼ 1 keV.
The input X-ray spectra were generated using the
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Figure 2. Model UV and X-ray spectra from the central star
taken at the stellar surface. Top: Observed FUV spectrum of TW
Hya (Herczeg et al. 2002, 2004); note the strong Ly-α emission at
1216 A˚. Bottom: Model X-ray spectra as described in Section 2.2.1.
The black line shows a “characteristic” T-Tauri X-ray spectrum
and the grey line corresponds to a highly flaring T-Tauri star. Both
spectra are normalized to LXR = 10
29.5 erg s−1. We note that
both models rise below E ∼ 1 keV because we do not a include
foreground absorption component in the model, typically required
to reproduce observed foreground-extincted X-ray spectra.
MEKAL model (Liedahl et al. 1995) included in XSPEC
(Arnaud 1996) and correspond to a two-temperature op-
tically thin thermal plasma. In Figure 2, the black line
corresponds to a “characteristic” T-Tauri X-ray spec-
trum as measured at the stellar surface with temperature
components corresponding to T = 9 MK and 30 MK re-
spectively (Getman et al. 2005; Preibisch et al. 2005).
On the same plot, the light grey line corresponds to the
spectral shape typical of a T-Tauri in a X-ray high-flaring
state (Getman et al. 2008), normalized to the same lumi-
nosity as the quiescent spectrum with temperature com-
ponents of T = 12 MK and 100 MK respectively.
The second spectrum is characteristic of T-Tauri stars
with high X-ray luminosities (LXR & 1031 erg s−1) and
is thought to be the result of high stellar X-ray flare ac-
tivity. Observations of X-ray flaring sources show that
during this period the X-ray spectrum furthermore be-
comes characteristically harder (Getman et al. 2008). In
the following calculations we consider the “characteris-
tic” (Fig. 2, black line) X-ray spectrum in our benchmark
model, but in Section 5.3 we consider the implications for
an enhanced LXR and harder X-ray spectrum.
The photon propagation is treated using the Monte
Carlo code of Bethell & Bergin (2011b), where X-ray
photons originate from the central star and then scat-
ter/absorb as they propagate through the disk. The ra-
diative transfer is computed at energies ranging E = 1
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– 20 keV in 1 keV intervals. We note that some pre-
vious papers have adopted the assumption that X-rays
are generated in accretion streams originating high above
the stellar surface and therefore are able to “shine down”
onto the disk. For example, Igea & Glassgold (1999) as-
sume X-rays originate at a height of z ≈ 10 R above the
midplane. However, even if this is the case, beyond 1 AU
the difference in incidence angle between photons com-
ing from the stellar surface and from an accretion stream
would be . 3◦; thus, the approximation of a point source
origin is satisfactory beyond 1 AU. The results of the UV
and X-ray transfer are shown in Figure 1 (e and f).
Ultraviolet ionization (with rate ζUV) acts largely on
carbon in the upper atmosphere of the disk. As an upper
limit we assume all carbon is in C or CO with χC =
1.4 × 10−4 and approximate the C–CO transition layer
by balancing CO photodissociation with CO formation
(Nelson & Langer 1997). The UV volumetric ionization
rate (ζUV multiplied by the number density of carbon
atoms), in units of s−1 cm−3, is shown in Figure 3 (a).
The volumetric ionization rate is a rough proxy for the
electron production rate per unit volume (as opposed to
comparing the less intuitive ionization rate per C against
X-rays or cosmic rays per H2).
X-ray photons have a higher penetration column com-
pared to UV and can ionize denser regions, acting pri-
marily on H2 and He. We note that while gas and metals
in the dust provide an important source of X-ray photon
extinction, the ionization of H2 produces the bulk of the
electron/ion abundance, along with He to a lesser extent.
In Figure 3 (b) we plot the volumetric ionization rate due
to X-ray ionization of H2 using the X-ray ionization cross
sections of Igea & Glassgold (1999) for the case of a set-
tled (segregated) disk and assume an energy δ = 37 eV
is necessary to produce an ion pair (Shull & van Steen-
berg 1985; Voit 1991; Igea & Glassgold 1999), as a result,
a 1 keV X-ray photon produces ∼ 27 ion pairs.
Taking the TW Hydra FUV field, LXR = 10
29.5 erg
s−1, ζCR = 5 × 10−17 s−1 H−1 and ΣCR = 96 g/cm2
(see Section 2.2.3 regarding CR parameters), we plot
the volumetric ionization rate from each major ioniza-
tion source on the same scale (Figure 3). The surface
is clearly dominated by UV ionization of carbon (left
panel), while at a deeper intermediate layer X-rays dom-
inate (center panel). The black hatched regions indicate
where each source provides at least 30% of the total ion-
izations respectively.
2.2.2. Interstellar Ultraviolet Ionization
In addition to ultraviolet irradiation from the central
star, the interstellar radiation field (ISRF) provides an
external source of UV ionization. For an isolated disk
or low mass star forming region the interstellar field pro-
vides an omnidirectional incident UV flux
∫
Fνdν = 1.6
× 10−3 erg cm−2 s−1 between 912 – 2000 A˚, correspond-
ing to G0 = 1 (Habing 1968). For comparison, the in-
tegrated flux from the star at a distance of 100 AU has
typical values of G0 = 240 – 1500 (Bergin et al. 2004),
dropping off as ∝ r−2. However, for a disk in a stellar
cluster G0 can be much higher, with values ranging from
300 – 30,000, with a typical value of 3000 (Fatuzzo &
Adams 2008). As a result, the interstellar field in a clus-
ter can rival the stellar FUV radiation in the outermost
regions of the disk. This complication will certainly have
important chemical implications but in this section we
focus on the implications for outer disk ionization.
To address this problem we took a subsample of points
throughout the disk and computed a weighted optical
depth evenly spaced over 4pi steradians. The details
of this approach are discussed in Appendix A. Unlike
the case of stellar FUV ionization, it is not carbon, but
rather sulfur that feels the interstellar UV ionization in
the outer disk edge. This difference arises because in the
outer disk, CO self-shielding severely limits the thickness
of the C II ionization front. Sulfur self-shields as well,
but at a much less efficient rate (Perez-Becker & Chiang
2011a), and therefore the thickness of the S II front is
set instead by dust attenuation. Combining the stellar
and interstellar UV fields, we compute a simple equilib-
rium sulfur chemistry (see Appendix B) to determine the
volumetric ionization rate arising from the ISRF.
We re-plot the combined fractional contribution from
stellar FUV and interstellar FUV in Figure 4 (see also
Figure 3 (a), purple lines). We consider both an inter-
stellar average case G0 = 1 and an enhanced external
field, G0 = 3000. The G0 = 1 case is very similar to
the star alone, while the G0 = 3000 case shows that
for an elevated interstellar flux the ionization from the
FUV can become significant. We note the exact location
of the ISRF boundary depends on one’s assumptions,
namely the sulfur chemistry, which we have significantly
simplified. Nonetheless, the interstellar radiation field,
especially in the cluster environment, can create a thin
ionized layer on the disk exterior and enhance the sur-
face ionization (Figure 4, bottom panel) and can even
become the dominant source of ionization in the absence
of cosmic rays.
2.2.3. Cosmic Ray Ionization
Galactic cosmic rays are high energy atomic nuclei,
largely protons (87%) with 12% alpha particles and the
remaining ∼ 1% as heavier atoms. In our Solar System,
galactic CRs are strongly modulated by the solar wind
making direct measurements of CR spectrum difficult, es-
pecially at low energies (see also Nath et al. 2012). The
extrasolar ISM CR ionization rate ζCR has been studied
using various observational and theoretical techniques
(e.g., using molecular ion emission such as HCO+ and
H+3 , see discussion and references in Indriolo & McCall
2012) as well as towards sources spanning vastly different
physical environments. Values as high as ζCR ∼ 10−15
s−1 have been measured for diffuse cloud sources (Mc-
Call et al. 2003; Shaw et al. 2008) while values as low as
ζCR ∼ 1 × 10−17 s−1 have been derived for dense cores
(e.g., Caselli et al. 1998). In Figure 3, we use typical
values ζCR = 5 × 10−17 s−1 H−1 and ΣCR = 96 g/cm2
(Umebayashi & Nakano 1981). It is important to point
out that this attenuation column is significantly higher
than both FUV photons (10−3 g cm−2) and 1 keV X-rays
(0.5 g cm−2), allowing only cosmic rays to penetrate the
densest gas. Furthermore, the disk is isotropically bom-
barded by cosmic ray particles, causing a greater volume
of gas to be more readily ionized by cosmic rays (see Fig-
ure 3). We note that recent measurements and models
have revised both the value of the CR ionization rate
and functional form of ζCR(NH2) (discussed below), but
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Figure 3. Relative contribution of stellar UV, X-rays, and cosmic rays to the total ionization rate. Colored contours show the volumetric
ionization rate due to each source on the same scale. Hatched region delineates region of the disk where each respective source of
ionization provides > 30% of the total ionizations per unit time per unit volume. The filled contours are a) FUV ionization of C,
nCζUV; b) X-ray ionization of H2, nH2ζXR; c) cosmic ray ionization of H2, nH2ζCR, for a standard ISM cosmic ray ionization rate
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Figure 4. Volumetric ionization rate (filled color contours) from
stellar FUV and interstellar FUV combined for the cases of: a)
a typical external field, G0 = 1, and b) an elevated cluster-like
field, G0 = 3000. The black hatched lines denote the region where
the total (stellar plus external) FUV flux provides > 30% of the
ionizing radiation. TheG0 = 1 case is similar to the star-only, while
the cluster scenario provides a significant source of ionization both
at the surface and outer edge of the disk.
for the purposes of illustration in Figure 3 we adopt the
standard Umebayashi & Nakano (1981) values.
One explanation for the range in measured cosmic
ray ionization rates is variations in the local supernova
frequency and proximity, as well as magnetically con-
trolled propagation within molecular clouds (Fatuzzo
et al. 2006). Padovani et al. (2009) proposed that the
range in measured rates across different types of sources
can be reconciled by accounting for the low energy cosmic
rays (ECR < 100 MeV) and their attenuation with col-
umn density. At high densities, Umebayashi & Nakano
(1981) find that cosmic rays attenuate exponentially with
a critical mass column of 96 g cm−2. To reproduce ob-
servations in both low density (diffuse clouds) and high
density regimes (cores), Padovani et al. (2009) found a
better fit to their numerical calculations by using com-
bined power law and exponential terms with relative con-
tributions depending upon choice of incident spectrum,
JCR,0(E). The full functional form of this expression is
given by :
ζCR =
ζpow,0 × ζexp,0
ζexp,0
(
N(H2)
1020cm−2
)α
+ ζpow,0
[
exp
(
Σ
Σ0
)
− 1
] , (5)
which reproduces the power law behavior at low densi-
ties and exponential behavior at high densities (Padovani
et al. 2013). The relation between surface and column
density is given by Σ = µmpN(H2) where mp is the pro-
ton mass and µ = 2.36.
There are four parameters in this fitting function:
ζpow,0, ζexp,0, α and Σ0. For a given incident CR spec-
trum, these parameters describe the shape of the inte-
grated CR ionization rate ζ(NH2) =
∫
4piσionJ(E)dE.
Because the cosmic ray energy spectrum is only
marginally constrained at low energies, Padovani et al.
(2009) consider two possible extremes for the local inter-
stellar cosmic ray spectra (LIS) shown in Figure 5. The
first of these is the LIS spectrum determined by Webber
(1998) [W98] derived from extrapolated Voyager and Pi-
oneer measurements up to 60 AU – generally considered
to be the absolute minimum case. The second spectrum
is from Moskalenko et al. (2002) [M02], which reproduces
a large span of supplementary data including the proton,
antiproton, and alpha particle spectra as well as the dif-
fuse γ-ray background. We note that both spectra have
been extrapolated at low energies, ECR . 10 MeV, by
Padovani et al. (2009) from the original published cal-
culations in the spirit of providing benchmark values for
the incident cosmic ray spectra on a molecular cloud.
For each of these LIS spectra (solid and dot-dash ma-
genta lines, Fig. 5) Padovani et al. (2009) then numeri-
cally compute and fit ζCR(NH2) using the function pro-
vided in Equation (5). Table 2 lists the fitting coefficients
for each LIS spectrum (see also Figure 5). We note that
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Figure 5. Local interstellar (LIS) cosmic ray spectra models (ma-
genta) from top to bottom, solid: Moskalenko et al. (2002), dashed:
Burger et al. (2000), dot-dash: Webber (1998). The red points are
the most recent 2013 results from the Voyager 1 spacecraft (Web-
ber & McDonald 2013). Spectra at R = 1 AU (blue) for solar
minimum (φ = 500 MeV, solid) and solar maximum (φ = 1350
MeV, dashed). Moskalenko et al. (2002) and Webber (1998) are
the extrapolations of Padovani et al. (2009) below ECR . 10 MeV.
these values have been updated and refit from the orig-
inal Padovani et al. (2009) values (see Padovani et al.
2013).
The ISM value of ζCR is, however, likely not appropri-
ate for the circumstellar disk environment. Winds from
young stars will be able to shield the disk from cosmic
rays at magnitudes that will likely far exceed that of the
solar wind due to rapid stellar rotation and strong stel-
lar magnetic fields (Svensmark 2006; Cohen et al. 2012).
In the following section we apply the results of Padovani
et al. (2009) to compute ζCR(NH2) incident on the cir-
cumstellar disk for various degrees of wind-modulation
efficiency, both at solar and more extreme levels.
3. EXCLUSION OF COSMIC RAYS BY STELLAR WINDS
3.1. Modulation By the Solar Wind
As described in Section 2.2.3, our solar wind drives
out low energy (E . 1 GeV) cosmic rays within a re-
gion called the Heliosphere, the very CRs responsible for
the bulk ionization of H2 in the ISM. Furthermore, the
degree of modulation by the solar wind varies over the
solar magnetic activity cycle by an order of magnitude
at energies below ECR < 100 MeV (Figure 5). Under-
standing the detailed physics of cosmic ray modulation
is still an open question (see review by Florinski et al.
2011). To leading order, the dense slow solar wind origi-
nates from the hot (∼ 1 – 2 MK) solar corona and trav-
els at the Sun’s escape velocity, carrying with it magne-
tized plasma frozen-in from the surface of the Sun. The
density of the wind and magnetic field strength decrease
with distance from the Sun until the point at which pres-
sure from the ISM overcomes that of the expanding solar
wind. It is here the solar wind is compressed resulting in
a magnetic “pile-up,” forming a barrier which prevents
low energy CRs from freely streaming through the So-
lar System (Weymann 1960; Burlaga et al. 2005; Opher
et al. 2011). Young, magnetically active rotating T-Tauri
stars are likewise expected to have stellar winds (Guen-
ther & Emerson 1997; Vidotto et al. 2009) in addition
to disk winds (Hollenbach et al. 2000) or X-winds (Shu
et al. 1994), and therefore it would be unsurprising for
T-Tauri stars to similarly drive out low energy cosmic
rays within an analogue “T-Tauriosphere.” Previous pa-
pers have examined reductions in the cosmic ray flux for
the early Sun in context of the young, . 2 Gyr-old Earth
(Svensmark 2006; Cohen et al. 2012) and find that even
at this relatively late stage their models predict substan-
tial reduction in cosmic ray flux.
It is important to note that even though the mecha-
nism by which the magnetic field is generated on the sur-
face of a T-Tauri star is different from a main sequence
dwarf like our Sun, the ability to drive and the proper-
ties of a stellar wind simply depends on the presence of
a corona, the mass of the star, stellar rotation, and the
general magnetic topology on the surface. Bright X-ray
emission from T-Tauri stars is thought to arise from both
the stellar corona as well as an accretion shock (Kastner
et al. 2002; Brickhouse et al. 2010). From X-ray mea-
surements, typical temperatures for T-Tauri star’s coro-
nas can exceed 10 MK (Feigelson & Kriss 1981; Preibisch
et al. 2005; Flaccomio et al. 2012) compared to the rela-
tively cooler 1-2 MK solar corona. Such hot coronae are
thought to be “enhanced” versions of the Sun’s corona
(Feigelson & Kriss 1981; Feigelson & Montmerle 1999;
Favata & Micela 2003). A detailed discussion of the
physics behind the link between the solar corona and
generation of the solar wind can be found in Gombosi
(2004); but in brief, the single most predictive factor of
the efficiency of cosmic ray modulation by the solar wind
is the magnitude of the magnetic activity at the solar sur-
face. Between solar minimum and maximum, the cosmic
ray flux observed at Earth varies by over an order of
magnitude (see Figure 5). Additional parameters, like
the solar wind speed, the degree of spiral wrapping in
the wind, and mass loss rate (M˙), are, to leading order,
set by the escape velocity of the star, the stellar rotation
rate and surface magnetic topology (e.g., Cohen 2011).
By using our knowledge of how cosmic ray modulation
by winds operates in our only measured example, the So-
lar System, we can begin to learn something about how
stellar wind modulation may operate and impact the cir-
cumstellar environment in other systems. In the follow-
ing section we use the results of Usoskin et al. (2005) to
make simple predictions for scaled-up degrees of cosmic
ray modulation. To determine ζCR(NH2) in the extreme
case of a T-Tauri star, we compare solar cosmic ray mod-
ulation against various cyclical solar parameters relating
to the solar magnetic activity. We then extrapolate these
results to obtain a starting point estimate for the degree
to wind modulation of cosmic rays operates in the envi-
ronment of a T-Tauri star. Such approximations will help
illuminate our understanding and interpretation of ion-
ization measurements in disks, which with existing limits
on H2D
+ towards disks already point to ionization rates
lower than ISM (Chapillon et al. 2011).
3.2. The Cosmic Ray Spectrum in a T-Tauriosphere
While the details of the mechanisms of cosmic ray ex-
clusion are still an active area of research, there is fortu-
nately abundant time-resolved data of the Sun. Sunspots
have been monitored since the time of Galileo, and the
Wilcox Solar Observatory has conducted daily obser-
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vations of the Sun’s global magnetic field since 19753.
Space weather is monitored on the timescale of minutes
and cosmic ray rates have been monitored hourly (or
more frequently) since 19644. Such a wealth of time se-
quence data is useful because properties of the solar wind
– the excluder – are set largely by the Sun. The winding
of the field is determined by solar rotation; the magnetic
field is for the most part frozen in from the Sun’s surface.
The magnetic activity cycles on the Sun are imprinted
on the solar wind, and in turn directly impact the CR-
modulating ability of the wind.
To empirically relate solar activity and the strength of
cosmic ray modulation by stellar winds we use a para-
metric form of the differential energy spectrum of cosmic
rays JCR(E) at 1 AU. The expression below is commonly
known as the “force-field” approximation, and it provides
a very useful way to describe the observed shape of the
cosmic ray spectrum throughout the solar cycle using a
single parameter, the modulation potential φ (Usoskin
et al. 2005) with good astrophysical agreement at helio-
centric distances, D, near D = 1 AU (e.g. Caballero-
Lopez & Moraal 2004; Usoskin et al. 2005). Caveats
of this approximation are discussed later in this section.
The modulated cosmic ray proton spectrum JCR(E) in
units of cm−2 s−1 sr−1 eV/nucleon−1 is:
JCR(E, φ) = JLIS,CR(E+φ)
E(E + 2Er)
(E + φ)(E + φ+ 2Er)
, (6)
where
JLIS,CR(E) =
1.9× 10−9 P (E)−2.78
1 + 0.4866 P (E)−2.51
, (7)
with P (E) =
√
E(E + 2Er) and the proton rest mass
energy Er = 0.938 GeV. In Equations (6) and (7), E is
in GeV per nucleon and the modulation potential φ is
in GeV. We note that values of the modulation potential
φ in the literature and in this work are most frequently
given in MeV, but in the commonly used functional form
reproduced in Equation (7) energy must be provided in
GeV. The LIS spectrum assumed by Burger et al. (2000)
[B00], given in Equation (7), is typically used and is
shown in Figure 5. Since this function is used to fit cos-
mic ray data, we stress that the specific assumption for
JLIS does not matter so long as the fit is accurate and it
is not changed (it acts as a normalizing factor). Indeed,
according to Usoskin et al. (2005) different definitions
for φ have led to confusion in the literature, and in that
work the authors attempt to reconcile this confusion and
reconstruct a large time baseline of φ values, looking at
the longterm variations in φ over roughly five solar cycles
(see Fig. 7 of that work).
In addition to variations over the solar cycle, the mod-
ulation efficiency of the wind varies with heliocentric dis-
tance. For example, the cosmic ray flux at ECR = 300
MeV varies from D = 1 AU to D = 80 AU by a factor
of ∼ 6 (Caballero-Lopez & Moraal 2004). We empha-
size that the force field approximation is indeed a simple
approximation, which tends to over predict the cosmic
ray flux at low energies at large heliocentric distances.
3 http://wso.stanford.edu/
4 http://cosmicrays.oulu.fi
For example, at D = 60 AU, the force field approxima-
tion over predicts the 20 MeV CR proton flux by a fac-
tor of ∼ 4.2× as compared to a full numerical model of
the one-dimensional cosmic ray transport equation (see
Fig. 2 of Caballero-Lopez & Moraal 2004). For energies
above ECR & 80 MeV, however, the approximation im-
proves significantly and the predicted differential cosmic
ray fluxes are in agreement with the full numerical model
to better than 20% accuracy. For our simple models we
assume a constant modulated spectrum incident on the
disk as computed at D = 1 AU without radial varia-
tion; however, in Section 5.2, we consider the effect of a
positive cosmic ray flux gradient on disk ionization.
To attempt to extrapolate the magnitude of modula-
tion from solar values to the case of a more magnetically
active T-Tauri star, we have correlated the time aggre-
gated values of the modulation potential φ(t) (Usoskin
et al. 2005) against other time-resolved measured solar
quantities, including mean magnetic field strength on
the Sun from the Wilcox Solar Observatory data, num-
ber of sunspots from the SPIDR5 database (O’Loughlin
1997), and fractional area coverage of sunspots (Bal-
maceda et al. 2009) shown in Figure 6. Because the
mass loss rate in the solar wind is related to the cov-
erage of open magnetic field line regions (Cohen 2011),
tracing the correlation between φ and the magnitude of
the open |B|-field component via solar coronal hole mea-
surements would prove the most useful. Coronal holes
reveal regions where plasma can freely escape along open
field lines, in contrast to X-ray bright regions where the
hot plasma is trapped. The time coverage of coronal hole
observations, however, cover just over one solar cycle (In-
sley et al. 1997), and therefore the correlation cannot be
accurately determined without a longer baseline of data.
In Figure 6 we plot the solar mean magnetic field ampli-
tude, the number of spots and the area of spot coverage
alongside φ (blue curve in panels a, b, and c) as a func-
tion of time. By linking the state of the solar magnetic
activity with the modulation parameter, φ, we can ex-
trapolate φ to make a simple prediction for the degree
of cosmic ray modulation for a more magnetically active
young star.
These quantities are convenient as they can be mea-
sured for other stars, specifically magnetic field strength
and spot coverage. Number of spots is less meaningful
as T-Tauri stars are suggested to have single spots cover-
ing large areas (Donati et al. 2007, 2011a,b, 2012). The
magnetic field strengths on T-Tauri stars are complex,
multicomponent and span a large range in magnitude
(see the overview in Johns-Krull 2007). Recent work
to map photospheric magnetic topology on a handful of
objects using spectropolarimetry (e.g., Donati 2003; Do-
nati et al. 2007) may allow us in the future to link coro-
nal hole coverage to radial field components on T-Tauri
stars. For the time being, we are left with spot coverage
area as the proxy for magnetic activity and cosmic ray
exclusion.
Fractional coverage by spots ranges from 3% to 17%
and is time variable (Bouvier & Bertout 1989). Extrap-
olating the results in Figure 6 (d) yields cosmic ray mod-
ulation parameter values of φ = 4800 MeV, 9200 MeV,
and 18,000 MeV for 2%, 4% and 8% spot coverage re-
5 http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/spidr/
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Figure 6. Time correlation of the cosmic ray modulation parameter φ (Usoskin et al. 2005) with other solar quantities: a) solar mean
magnetic field from the Wilcox Solar Observatory, b) number of sunspots (SPIDR; O’Loughlin 1997), c) fractional area covered by sunspots
in millionths of the solar surface area (Balmaceda et al. 2009), and d) the correlation between spot area and modulation parameter with a
linear fit. Fit parameters listed at the bottom right.
spectively. Under the force-field approximation, these
modulation parameters, φ, fully describe the shape of
the differential cosmic ray energy spectrum, JCR(E, φ),
given in Equation (6). For spot coverage ≥ 10% and a
stellar X-ray luminosity LXR ≥ 1029 erg s−1, the cos-
mic ray flux falls below the ionizing X-ray flux from the
star and can be neglected throughout the disk (see also
Figure 3). Figure 7 shows the incident differential cos-
mic ray spectra JCR(E, φ) from Equation (6) with the
caveats outlined in Section 3.2 for modulation at solar
minimum, solar maximum, T-Tauri minimum (2%), and
T-Tauri maximum (8%).
Using this simple empirical estimate, we find similar
magnitudes of CR exclusion as the theoretical models of
Cohen et al. (2012) [C12] and Svensmark (2006) [S06],
which predict reduced cosmic ray fluxes at Earth under
the conditions present for the young Sun (Y.S.), at age
t = 0.8 Gyr. We fit and extrapolate their results us-
ing Equation (6) and show these fits in Figure 7 (Y.S.,
dark pink lines) for comparison. While the specific flux
of cosmic rays entering a T-Tauriosphere depends on ei-
ther simplifying assumptions, i.e., our “scaled-up” Helio-
sphere approach, or the specifics of the detailed models,
it is clear that cosmic rays are likely excluded at a sub-
stantial degree, at least ∼ 3 orders of magnitude below
solar levels for 1 MeV cosmic rays, and equivalently & 6
orders of magnitude below the inferred ISM CR flux.
3.3. Extent of the T-Tauriosphere
How large do we expect the T-Tauriosphere, i.e., the
circumstellar region of reduced cosmic ray flux, to be?
The Sun’s Heliosphere, for example, extends out to at
least R ∼ 120 AU. The boundary of the Heliosphere,
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Figure 7. Modulated cosmic ray spectra with unmodulated ISM
rates shown for comparison (magenta), as well as red points from
recent Voyager 1 measurements, same as Figure 5. Blue lines –
Solar: minimum φ = 500 MeV and maximum φ = 1350 MeV.
Orange lines – T-Tauri extrapolation models: 2% spot coverage
(φ = 4800 MeV) orange dashed line and 8% spot coverage (φ =
18,000 MeV). Solid dark pink line shows a fit by Eq. (6) to the
results of Cohen et al. (2012) (φ = 3500 MeV) and Svensmark
(2006) (φ = 17,500 MeV) both for the 800 Myr-old Sun.
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Table 2
ζCR fitting parameters for different incident spectra shown in
Figure 7, see Eq. (5).
Model ζpow,0 α ζexp,0 Σ0
[s−1] [s−1] [g cm−2]
ISM M02 6.8×10−16 0.423 3.7 ×10−18 210
ISM W98 2.0 ×10−17 0.021 9.4 ×10−19 260
Solar Min 1.3 ×10−18 0.00 3 ×10−18 190
Solar Max 2 ×10−19 -0.01 8 ×10−19 230
T-Tauri Min 1 ×10−20 -0.03 2 ×10−19 270
T-Tauri Max 3 ×10−22 -0.03 2 ×10−19 270
called the Heliopause, is set roughly by the balance of the
outward magnetic and ram pressure from the solar wind
and the external pressure from the surrounding ISM. If
the T-Tauriosphere only encompasses the inner regions
of the disk, the outer disk would be left fully exposed to
galactic cosmic rays.
The external pressure from the ISM in the solar neigh-
borhood is approximately PISM ∼ B2ISM/8pi, where
BISM ∼ 3 – 10 µG. To estimate the outward pressure
from a T-Tauri star’s stellar wind we must make a few
assumptions. For the internal magnetic and ram pres-
sure Pmag and Pram we must assume a wind flow velocity
v, mass-loss rate M˙ , and magnetic field dependence Bw.
The flow velocity is typically of order the star’s escape
velocity, and the wind’s magnetic pressure is typically
negligible at all radii compared to the ram pressure (see
below). The mass-loss rate is a bit more complicated and
depends on whether the wind is a stellar or disk wind.
How a disk wind would interact with the T-Tauriosphere
would require a full MHD treatment and is thus beyond
the scope of this paper. However, this interaction could
be important and could lead to larger regions of CR ex-
clusion.
The outward pressure can be written as Pwind =
Pmag + Pram = Bw(R)
2/8pi + M˙v/4piR2. The radial
dependence of the magnetic field term depends on how
tightly wound the wind is; for example, a perfectly ra-
dially outward flowing wind would drop as B ∼ R−2,
but more circumferentially wrapped wind would drop as
only R−1, causing Pmag to drop as R−4 and R−2 re-
spectively. Moreover, such a highly wrapped wind would
exclude galactic cosmic rays even more efficiently, there-
fore leading to even more severe modulation not con-
sidered here. Sterenborg et al. (2011) created a grid of
solar wind models to study the physical properties of
the stellar wind when the Sun was ∼ 1 Gyr-old. That
work found that the stellar wind was typically slower,
had higher mass-loss rates and was stronger magnetically
than at the present day, with typical values of v = 266
km/s, B = 0.25 mG, and M˙ = 1.42 × 10−12 M yr−1
taken at ∼ 1 AU respectively. At 1 AU the contribution
from each pressure component is Pmag = 2.3×10−9 dyne
cm−2 and Pram = 8.4× 10−7 dyne cm−2; as a result, for
either radial or tightly would wind magnetic fields, Pram
always exceeds Pmag outside of & 0.1 AU.
Therefore, using the simple equality PISM = Pwind →
B2ISM/8pi = M˙v/4piR
2, we can solve for the radius at
which the external ISM pressure and outward wind pres-
sure balance. Given the wind values above, the boundary
occurs at 1540 AU and 460 AU for BISM = 3 µG and 10
µG respectively. The values of the parameters discussed
above are applicable for a very young Sun, but are old
compared to the age of a T-Tauri star, 1-10 Myr. Youth-
ful T-Tauri stars are even more magnetically active and
likely have elevated coronal activity, resulting in much
higher stellar-wind mass loss. Furthermore, rapid rota-
tion characteristic of the first ∼ 30 - 50 Myr will strongly
enhance the stellar wind’s ability to modulate the cosmic
ray flux (see Fig. 2 of Cohen et al. 2012). This can op-
erate in tandem with mass loss from a disk wind, creat-
ing substantially higher mass loss rates M˙ . Based upon
observed T-Tauri X-ray fluxes, Decampli (1981) predict
that a T-Tauri star’s hot coronal gas has sufficient pres-
sure to power mass loss rates via a stellar wind of up to
M˙ ∼ 10−9M yr−1. With all other parameters held con-
stant, this would correspond to an R ∼ 12,000 AU-sized
T-Tauriosphere for a BISM = 10 µG background mag-
netic field, much larger than typical disk sizes of a few
hundred AU. At this point the outer boundary could in-
stead be set by intervening remnants of the parent molec-
ular cloud.
How the disk and environment would interact with the
solar wind “fluid” however is beyond the scope of this
paper, e.g., is the T-Tauriosphere doubly-lobed or does
it flow over the disk producing wind eddies and vortices?
How do the magnetic fields contained in the stellar winds
and disk winds connect with external magnetic fields at
an analog “T-Tauriopause?” Nonetheless, as we have
demonstrated, the region of cosmic ray exclusion likely
extends over a large region and it would not be unreason-
able for it to fully enclose the disk, even for massive disks
hundreds of astronomical units in radius, and therefore
for the remainder of this paper we consider the incident
cosmic ray spectra to be uniformly modulated over the
entire disk.
3.4. Cosmic Ray Attenuation: ζCR(NH2)
From these cosmic ray spectra JCR(E) described in
Section 3.2 we can now determine the integrated ioniza-
tion rate as a function of H2 column density. The study of
cosmic ray penetration clouds and circumstellar disks has
an extensive history (e.g. Hayakawa et al. 1961; Cesarsky
& Volk 1978; Umebayashi & Nakano 1981; Padovani et al.
2009) The interaction and attenuation of a cosmic ray in
molecular matter critically depends on its initial energy.
As a result the shape and energy range of the incident
CR intensity spectrum directly determines the integrated
ionization rate ζ =
∫
4piσion(E)J0(E)dE, where J0(E) is
the differential cosmic ray spectrum (from now on simply
spectrum) at the disk surface (see Fig. 7) and σion(E) is
the energy dependent ionization cross section of H2.
Here we compute the ionization rate ζCR as a func-
tion of depth, given a “heliospheric” incident CR proton
spectrum on a disk. In general, the decay of cosmic ray
flux with column density can be thought of as an en-
ergy reprocessing of CR particles with column density.
To compute the density evolution of the cosmic ray flux,
we follow the “continuous slowing down approximation”
method of Padovani et al. (2009) (hereafter P09). Ion-
ization processes included are ionizations of H2 and He
by protons and electrons, electron capture, dissociative
ionization, double-ionization, and a correction for ion-
ization by secondary particles. We consistently solve for
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Figure 8. Cosmic ray spectra as a function of column densityNH2
cm−2 for the case of a solar maximum incident spectrum φ = 1350
MeV. Note the initial rise at low energies due to the reprocessing
of high energy cosmic rays. Box-labels denote log(NH2/cm
−2), the
dashed green line is the incident spectrum, and the W98 spectrum
is shown in red for comparison.
the particle travel range, Equation (21) of that work, the
energy loss incurred, and subsequent particle energy re-
processing, see Equation (25) of P09. Furthermore, we
include a correction for secondary ionizations following
Glassgold & Langer (1973) with a logarithmic extrapo-
lation at high energies as was done in P09. In Figure 8 we
show the resulting spectra for the case of solar maximum
wind modulation (φ = 1350 MeV) at the indicated log
column densities. This can be directly compared with
the column density evolution presented in Figures 9 and
10 of P09 for the M02 and W98 incident spectra. We note
that from this point, we adopt the M02 spectra as our
“true” interstellar spectrum and compare our modulated
results to this.
Finally, each differential energy curve J(ECR) is then
integrated between ECR = I(H2) and 100 GeV to
produce a total ionization rate per H2: ζ(NH2) =∫
4piσion(E)J(E)dE s
−1, where σion is the CR ioniza-
tion cross section provided by P09. These results are
shown in Figure 9 (squares). These points are then fit
(solid lines) using the function provided in Equation (5)
and the corresponding coefficients are listed in Table 2.
For the most severely modulated T-Tauri models there is
a small rise in the ionization rate at high column density
that results from particle conservation of the reprocessed
high energy particles. This effect is otherwise hidden in
the models that have more initial cosmic rays energies
below ECR < 100 MeV. We do not fit the bump using
the simple parameterization as it only deviates from the
otherwise good fit by less than a factor of ∼ 2.
As can be seen, modulation of cosmic rays even by a
solar-like wind has a significant effect on the integrated
cosmic ray ionization rate, ζCR. While the LIS ionization
rates vary between ζCR ∼ 10−15 − 10−17 s−1, the effect
of solar minimum modulation on ζCR is more than an
order of magnitude below the LIS values, and the unat-
tenuated incident CR rates from our simple extrapolation
model for the 2% and 8% spot-covered T-Tauri stars are
just ζCR ∼ 10−20 s−1 and ∼ 3× 10−22 s−1, respectively.
Below these values, scattered stellar X-ray ionization of
H2 begins to dominate the weak cosmic ray field. In-
deed, the cosmic ray flux in these cases is so low that,
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Figure 9. Integrated cosmic ray ionization rates as a function
of column density for different incident CR spectra. Note: the
solar values and extrapolated T-Tauri models are formally taken
at D = 1 AU. Squares are the computed values while solid lines
show the best fit to Eq. (5). Fitting parameters are given in Table 2,
and labels are as described in Figures 5 and 7. For comparison,
the black dashed line represents the inferred ionization rate due to
radionuclide decay in the Solar Nebula while the gray dashed line is
derived from the mean interstellar abundance of 26Al (Umebayashi
& Nakano 2009).
if present, ionization by decay products of short-lived
radionuclides (ζRN = 7.3 × 10−19 s−1) as inferred from
the early Solar Nebula (Umebayashi & Nakano 2009) can
readily dominate the cosmic ray and X-ray ionizing flux
in the disk midplane (dashed black line, Figure 9); see
also Section 6.1 for further discussion.
4. EXCLUSION OF COSMIC RAYS BY LARGE SCALE
MAGNETIC FIELDS
Cosmic rays are intrinsically high velocity ions and as
such their trajectory will be shaped by the presence of a
magnetic field. In the protoplanetary disk environment
magnetic structure may originate from the central star
and/or remain from earlier stages in protostellar devel-
opment, i.e., from the collapse of the parent cloud. The
CR’s motion will be directed by the field lines so long
as the gyroradius, rg, of the ion is less than the relevant
scales considered, where the smallest scale of interest is
∼ Rdisk. For a cosmic ray proton of energy Ep = 1 TeV
and a magnetic field strength B = 10µG, the gyrora-
dius rg = γmv⊥c/(ZeB) ∼ 0.02 AU, much smaller than
Rdisk ∼ 100 – 1000 AU. Given that the field strength
is expected to be generally higher than this value and
the energy of cosmic rays lower, we are safely within the
bounds of this criterion for all particles considered.
In the following sections we introduce the magnetic
topologies considered, how mirroring and funneling mod-
ulate the propagation of galactic cosmic rays, and how
this modulation impacts the disk ionization state.
4.1. Environmental Magnetic Fields
Dust polarimetric observations of young protostars in
some instances exhibit large scale magnetic field struc-
ture in what has been described to resemble the shape of
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Table 3
Hourglass Magnetic Field
Parameters.
H0 λ Bz,100AU [G]
2.50e-05 852.52 7.76e-06
1.25e-04 387.29 1.63e-05
2.50e-04 270.26 2.42e-05
1.25e-03 121.21 5.25e-05
6.25e-02 13.58 3.86e-04
5.00e-01 2.66 1.43e-03
Note. — Col. (1): Dimension-
less parameter representing the de-
gree of pinching at the waist of
a magnetic flux tube. Col. (2):
Tabulated mass to flux ratio con-
tained in a flux tube Φ where λ =
M(Φ)/Φ. See Li & Shu (1996) for
further details regarding these pa-
rameters. Col. (4): Vertical mag-
netic field strength at R = 100 AU
in the midplane.
an hourglass (e.g., Girart et al. 2006), thought to arise
from the gravitational collapse of a magnetized molecu-
lar cloud (see review by Crutcher 2012). The large scale
magnetic structure surrounding a T-Tauri star is difficult
to constrain, however. T-Tauri stars are known to be
strongly magnetized (e.g., Basri et al. 1992; Johns-Krull
et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2005); how and if the stellar fields
couple to a large scale background is unknown. However,
by necessity the disk must be magnetized for MRI to ini-
tiate, and while deep within the disk the magnetic fields
may be randomized by turbulent motions, at large scales
the imprint of a protostellar field may still exist.
For the case of an hourglass-like background magnetic
fields, we have solved the semi-analytical magnetized sin-
gular isothermal toroid models of Li & Shu (1996) for a
range of mass to flux ratios (i.e., degrees of pinching at
the waist of the hourglass), λ = M/Φ. These types of
models are representative of the magnetic field of a pro-
tostar, and thus provide a first approximation for the
“fossil” background remnant field near a very young T-
Tauri star. We treat the field as temporally static, with
the waist of the magnetic field tied to the disk and at
large stellar distances tied to the natal cloud.
Each model is formally characterized by a parameter
H0 (see Li & Shu 1996), which in practice sets the en-
hanced magnetic field density in the midplane relative to
the cloud. In Table 3 we provide H0, mass to flux ratios,
and the vertical magnetic field strength Bz in the disk
midplane at R = 100 AU for each field model. We note
that these mass to flux ratios are related to masses of
natal core material over the magnetic flux contained in
the core, and not disk masses.
4.2. Stellar Magnetic Fields
Zeeman broadening observations of young T-Tauri
stars have revealed strong magnetic fields at the stellar
surface with magnitudes of order 100 G - 1.6 kG (e.g.,
Johns-Krull 2007). The magnetic topology as deter-
mined by sensitive spectro-polarimetric measurements is
a complex superposition of octupolar, dipolar and split-
monopolar magnetic fields (Donati et al. 2011a,b, 2012).
Higher order field components drop off rapidly at large
distances from the star; for example, the dipolar field
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Figure 10. Illustration of cosmic ray exclusion by magnetic mir-
roring. Dashed lines denote background hourglass-shaped mag-
netic field and the hatched region indicates the disk, viewed edge
on. Cosmic ray (zig-zag arrow) enters along the magnetic field line
but is repelled before reaching the surface of the disk.
drops off as Bdip ∝ r−3, and therefore its influence in de-
termining the fate of CRs would only matter very close
to the star. Some fraction of the field lines are opened
up by the stellar wind to form a split-monopolar configu-
ration, forming an approximately radial field component
and hence dropping less steeply as Bmono ∝ r−2. As
a result, the stellar field component that matters most
in magnetically directing cosmic ray motion is that con-
tained within the split-monopole component.
For the stellar field we set the total magnetic field
strength at the surface of the star to be Bsurf = 3 kG
and assign a fraction γ to be in the radial component.
We then vary the strength of the split-monopolar field as
a fraction of the total field. In Equation (9) we can sim-
ply replace Bdisk with B(R) = γBtot(R/Rstar)
−2 where
γ is the fraction of the stellar magnetic field contained
within the split-monopole.
4.3. Cosmic Ray Exclusion by Magnetic Mirroring
The shape of the environmental magnetic field can
modulate the propagation of cosmic rays through a pro-
cess known as magnetic mirroring. The basic principle
of mirroring is described as follows (see also Desch et al.
2004). Charged particles gyrating about magnetic field
lines will conserve their total kinetic energy ∝ v2‖ + v2⊥
and magnetic moment ∝ v2⊥/B. As the particle enters
an area of high magnetic field density it must increase its
perpendicular velocity. As v⊥ increases, v‖ must decrease
to keep the total kinetic energy constant. If the field is
pinched to sufficiently high magnetic field strengths, the
particle’s parallel velocity can be halted (v‖ = 0) and
reversed, thus driving the cosmic ray in the opposite di-
rection along the field line. The cosmic ray thus reflects
off of the region of large magnetic field strength (hence
the term mirroring).
If αISM is the initial pitch angle between a CR’s ve-
locity vector and the magnetic field, cosmic rays with
small αISM will tend not to mirror (whereas cosmic rays
with initial pitch angle αISM = 90 degrees would gyrate
around the field, although that case represents a set of
measure zero). The pitch angle α of a cosmic ray starting
with BISM and αISM at any given point along the field
line is given by
sin2 α
sin2 αISM
=
B
BISM
= χ. (8)
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For a disk threaded with a field of magnitude Bdisk,
there is a critical initial pitch angle such that cosmic
rays with α > αcrit will be repelled before reaching the
disk surface; in other words, particles attain α = 90◦
at B = Bdisk and reverse course. For particles arriv-
ing on one side of the disk, this condition corresponds
to a fractional reduction of cosmic rays by mirroring
fmirror =
√
1− [Bism/Bdisk]2.
However, simultaneously the open magnetic field lines
tend to draw in a larger number of cosmic rays via funnel-
ing, enhancing the cosmic ray flux proportionally to the
increase in field line density, or ffunnel = BISM/Bdisk. In
general mirroring dominates over funneling (Desch et al.
2004; Padovani & Galli 2011), but the effects are of sim-
ilar magnitude. The combined fractional removal of cos-
mic rays as given by Desch et al. (2004) is:
fCR,net =
[
χ− (χ2 − χ)1/2] , (9)
where χ is given by Equation (8). In the limit that the
magnetic field in Bdisk  BISM, then the net fraction of
cosmic rays removed is fCR,net = 0.5.
For completeness we note that mirroring is only impor-
tant when the change in pitch angle due to magnetic field
variations is greater than that due to scattering. The T
Tauri systems of interest here are expected to have large
gradients in magnetic field strength, so that mirroring
can be important. Nonetheless, scattering effects should
be considered in future work.
In Figure 11, the results for the environmental hour-
glass model are shown in solid lines and the results for the
stellar split-monopolar field are shown in dashed lines.
Stellar magnetic effects are only able to modulate cosmic
rays relatively near (R < 100 AU) the star. Examples
of observed split-monopolar field strengths are 4–5 kG
(GQ Lup; Donati et al. 2012), 170 G (V4046 Sgr; Do-
nati et al. 2011b), and thus we expect stellar magnetic
fields to modulate cosmic ray propagation within 96 AU
and 20 AU respectively. Hourglass magnetic fields can,
however, reduce incident cosmic ray fluxes on the scale
of hundreds of AU. For fields that are only moderately
pinched at H0 ≥ 0.0625 the entire cosmic ray rate would
be reduced by a factor of two. Such a field configuration
corresponds to Bz = 0.9 mG at 100 AU in the midplane
(see Table 3).
While the magnitude of magnetic modulation is far
smaller than the orders of magnitude achieved by a stel-
lar wind, the effect of mirroring more importantly is that
this fraction will radially vary from fCR,net = 0.5 in the
inner disk to 1 in the outer disk. As described in Sec-
tion 3.2 the cosmic ray fluxes will formally experience
an energy dependent radial gradient in wind modulation
efficiency that can vary by a factor of a few between
distances of D = 1 AU to 80 AU (Caballero-Lopez &
Moraal 2004; Langner & Potgieter 2005; Manuel et al.
2011; Manuel 2011), see also Section 5.2. Therefore look-
ing for radial gradients in the disks of T-Tauri stars to
learn about extrasolar Heliospheres may be confused ob-
servationally with magnetic effects from the star or en-
vironment, especially if they are of the same magnitude
(i.e., a factor of two).
5. COSMIC RAY EXCLUSION AND DEAD ZONES
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Figure 11. Fraction of cosmic rays removed versus disk radius
for both the stellar split-monopole models (left, dashed lines) and
hourglass models (right, solid lines).
The magnitude of cosmic ray exclusion by stellar winds
and magnetic fields presented here will have significant
implications for the ionization state in the disk. This in
turn will have important implications for the size of the
region in disks that is dead to MRI as well as chemical
implications to be discussed in Paper II. In this section
we use criteria from simulations of MRI in the literature
to compute the size of the active and turbulence-dead
regions of the disk and explore how they depend on the
cosmic ray ionization rate.
5.1. Ionization: Active Disk Criteria
From these ionization rates, ζ, we can determine the
electron abundance, which is used to identify the tur-
bulence dead versus active regions. To determine the
electron abundance χe we use the steady state expres-
sion
χe =
√
ζH2
nα
, (10)
where α = 2× 10−6 T−1/2 cm3 s−1 is the rate coefficient
for recombination with molecular ions (Glassgold et al.
1997). This is of course a simple estimate for the ioniza-
tion state in the gas and does not, for example, include
the possibility of charged dust grains. A more detailed
estimate of the ionization fraction including chemistry
and charge exchange will be addressed in Paper II. For
the disk to be MRI active, the ions must first be well-
coupled to the neutral gas and must have a sufficiently
high magnetic Reynolds number, Re, given by
Re ≡ csh
D
≈ 1
( χe
10−13
)( T
100K
)1/2 ( a
AU
)3/2
(11)
where cs is the sound speed, h is the disk scale height,
andD is the magnetic diffusivity (Perez-Becker & Chiang
2011b). Recent models by Flock et al. (2012) indicate
that values of Re ∼ 3300−5000 are required for sustained
turbulence, with a critical value Recrit ∼ 3000. We adopt
this critical value for the minimum Re > Recrit required
for the disk to be MRI active.
The second criterion for the disk to be unstable to MRI
is that there must be frequent ion–neutral collisions for
the ions to transfer turbulent motions to the largely neu-
tral disk. This condition is determined by the ion-neutral
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collision rate normalized to the orbital frequency,
Am≡ χinH2βin
Ω
≈1
( χi
10−8
)( nH2
1010cm−3
)( a
AU
)3/2
, (12)
(Perez-Becker & Chiang 2011b). Simulations by Hawley
& Stone (1998) find that Am ∼ 102 is required for suf-
ficient coupling. However, even in the case of our most
strongly ionized models we reach values of at most . 3.
Similarly, Perez-Becker & Chiang (2011b) found even in
their most MRI favorable model they could only attain
Am . 10 (see §4 of that work). In the weakly ionized
limit, Bai & Stone (2011) show that a disk can become
MRI unstable at any value of Am, as long as the disk is
weakly magnetic. The maximum magnetic field strength
such that Am is not a limiting factor is dependent on the
ratio of the gas pressure to magnetic pressure, β. To be
in this regime, β must be larger than βmin (see Eq. (26)
of Bai & Stone (2011)). For our disk model this con-
dition is equivalent to |Bmax(50AU)| ∼ 0.3 mG – 5 mG
for our most weakly and most strongly ionized models,
respectively.
The magnetic field strength in disks is observationally
unknown, however. Zeeman measurements of molecular
clouds give us a “starting value” with line of sight esti-
mates of 0.1-1 mG (Crutcher et al. 2010; Falgarone et al.
2008). The fields in disks should thus be at least this
strong and likely stronger, amplified by the collapse of
the cloud during formation of a protostar. Therefore,
the Am criterion may still be important due to the in-
ferred relatively high magnetic field strengths. In this
work we take Am > 0.1 as the critical value for sufficient
ion–neutral collisional frequency (Bai & Stone 2011). For
completeness, however, in the dead zone plots presented,
we indicate both the region that satisfies simultaneously
Am and Re (white cross hatched = active) as well as the
region that satisfies Re only (outside of orange contour
= active); see, for example, Figure 12.
5.2. T-Tauriospheric Dead Zones
As can be seen in Figures 7 and 9 the presence of a
T-Tauriosphere plays an important role in determining
the ionization rate from cosmic rays. This ionization rate
will in turn impact the steady state electron abundances
(see Equation (10)) and thus the region of the disk that
is dead to MRI turbulence. In Figure 12 we plot the
results for our standard model, varying the cosmic ray
flux for each spectrum considered. In these models we
assume the cosmic rays come from both sides of the disk
and therefore reduce the cosmic ray contribution per side
by half. We integrate the column of material from the
surface downward and bottom upward and sum the con-
tributions from both sides of the disk.
The contour plot in the left column shows the total H2
ionization rate from cosmic rays and X-rays combined.
The second column shows contour plots of the critical
magnetic field, which sets the relative importance of the
Am parameter in determining the disk’s dead region.
The third column shows the net result, with the Am
and Re active region hatched in white, while the region
enclosed by the orange curve is dead according to the Re
criterion alone. In the “TT Max” plot on the bottom, it
Table 4
Mass contained in dead zones for the different cosmic
ray models without radionuclide ionization, see
Fig. 12.
Model Mdead: Re & Am Mdead: Re-only
[M] [M]
ISM M02 0.0038 0.0038
Solar Min 0.0051 0.0051
Solar Max 0.0065 0.0065
T-Tauri Min 0.0268 0.0085
T-Tauri Max 0.0279 0.0093
can be seen that nearly the entire bulk mass of the disk
is dead based upon Re and Am, while the Re-only dead
region spans just the central ∼ 100 AU. The Re-only re-
gion can thus be thought of as the minimum size of the
dead region, depending upon the importance of Am. We
compute the mass contained in the dead zone for each of
these scenarios (see Table 4). Recall that the disk mass
Md = 0.039M, so that the dead zone represents ∼ 1/8
of the disk (for ISM and solar models) to ∼ 3/4 of the
disk (for the maximum TT model).
The size of the dead zone depends directly on the mass
of the disk, which sets the vertical column density of gas
normal to the plane of the disk. A denser (and thus
more massive) disk of the same size would thus be less
permeable to cosmic rays and have a larger (more mas-
sive) dead zone. Our disk within 400 AU contains 0.039
M of gas and therefore is on the more massive end of
the typical range of disk masses. If we reduce the disk
mass by a factor of two, the dead zone shrinks radially by
approximately 15% for the ISM through solar cosmic ray
models, but has only a minuscule effect on the extensive
dead regions in the T-Tauri models, flattening them in
vertical extent by no more than a few AU at R = 100
AU.
In all of the models discussed above, the cosmic ray
rate is uniformly reduced throughout the disk. As dis-
cussed in Section 3.2, however, there is an observed radial
gradient in the cosmic ray flux, which is both strongly
energy and distance dependent. For example, a ECR ∼
20 MeV cosmic ray at R = 10 AU varies by ∼ 0.8%/AU
while the same cosmic ray at R = 70 AU has an inten-
sity gradient of ∼ 9%/AU (Caballero-Lopez & Moraal
2004). This is compared to a ∼ 1 GeV CR proton,
which has uniform gradient of ∼ 1%/AU throughout the
Heliosphere. To approximate this in our current frame-
work, we have taken the T-Tauri (max)imum extrapo-
lation model and applied a uniformly increasing 2%/AU
radial gradient in the cosmic ray ionization rate, shown
in Figure 12b. The gradient is incorporated with the ex-
pression ζCR(RAU) = ζCR(1 AU)×(1 + p)RAU−1, where
ζCR(1 AU) is the wind-modulated cosmic ray ionization
rate at R = 1 AU (see Section 3.4), p is the fractional
cosmic ray increase per AU (thus p = 0.02 corresponds
to 2%/AU) and RAU is the distance from the central star
in AU. Since the T-Tauri-modulated cosmic ray spectra
peak at around ECR ∼ 1 GeV where the gradient in the
Solar System is closer to 1%/AU – 1.5%/AU, this may
over estimate the magnitude of the gradient but nev-
ertheless demonstrates that a modest gradient can allow
the outer disk (R > 250 AU) to be sufficiently ionized for
MRI turbulence even with a strongly modulated cosmic
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Figure 12. H2 ionization rate ζtot = ζCR + ζXR s
−1 and corresponding MRI-active regions. a) Uniformly wind-modulated cosmic ray
ionization models. Left column: total H2 ionization rate from stellar X-rays and cosmic rays for LXR = 10
−29.5 erg s−1 and cosmic ray
rate as labeled (see Section 3.2). Middle column: critical magnetic field to determine significance of Am criterion (Section 5.1). Magenta,
blue and red lines denote 1 mG, 100 µG, and 10 µG respectively. Right column: MRI-active regions for the various cosmic ray rates.
Regions of the disk that satisfy both the Re and Am criteria are indicated by the white crosshatched region. The minimum region of the
disk that is inactive to MRI, i.e., satisfies Re but not Am, is outlined in orange. b) Quantities same as outlined above but now including
a 2%/AU positive radial gradient in the total cosmic ray flux.
ray intensity.
5.3. Dead Zone Dependence on the Stellar X-ray
Luminosity
T-Tauri stars are both X-ray luminous and highly vari-
able (Feigelson & Decampli 1981; Feigelson et al. 1993;
Neuhaeuser et al. 1995; Telleschi et al. 2007). Further-
more, it has been observed that objects with high stel-
lar X-ray luminosity (LXR & 1031 erg s−1) typically
have harder X-ray spectra at energies exceeding 2 keV,
characteristic of emission contribution from stellar flares
(Carkner et al. 1996; Imanishi et al. 2001; Wolk et al.
2005; Preibisch et al. 2005). Figure 13 demonstrates the
effect of an enhanced X-ray luminosity on the ionization
rates and the resulting size of dead zones. The filled color
contours show the ionization rates per H2 for three purely
X-ray models (no cosmic rays) with the following X-ray
luminosities: LXR = 10
28, 1029.5, and 1031 erg s−1. In
this plot, the crosshatching follows the same convention
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as Figure 12.
For the stellar sources with LXR = 10
28 and 1029.5
erg s−1, we adopt the “characteristic” spectral template
shown in black in Figure 2, and for the LXR = 10
31 erg
s−1 we adopt the “flaring” spectral template shown in
the same figure in grey to simulate the X-ray hardening
with increasing luminosity. Hard X-ray photons (E > 2
keV) are able to penetrate dense gas more readily than
their soft X-ray counterparts, allowing flaring stars to
ionize a larger fraction of the disk mass.
For our prototypical model, LXR = 10
29.5 erg s−1, the
disk midplane is largely dead to MRI without inclusion
of cosmic ray ionization. Even in the highly X-ray ir-
radiated case, there are two dead midplane regions, one
extending out to R ∼ 25 AU (see Fig. 13 c, inset) and
one in the outer disk beyond R ∼ 200 AU. This structure
is a result of the Am criterion depending on both den-
sity and ionization; in the inner dense disk the ionizing
radiation cannot penetrate and in the outer low density
disk ion-neutral collisions are not frequent enough.
This large dead region is contrary to the results of Igea
& Glassgold (1999) [IG99], who found that incorporation
of stellar X-ray scattering into the radiative transfer per-
mitted the entire disk beyond 5 AU to support MRI even
in the absence of cosmic rays. The difference between
their results and ours is readily explained by different
assumptions for an active disk. In IG99 the critical elec-
tron fraction depends on the viscous disk parameter as
xcr ∝ α−1/2, where α was originally taken to be unity
(see Equations 22 and 23 of that work). Under the same
assumptions with LXR = 10
29 erg s−1, our model finds a
similarly-sized dead zone, extending out to 5.5 AU in the
midplane. A lower value of α ' 0.01 causes MRI to be
less efficient at viscously stirring the disk, and therefore
the electron fraction required to be turbulent is subse-
quently higher, creating a substantially larger dead re-
gion.
We note that a more dust-settled disk would also
change the size of the dead zone by reducing the X-ray
opacity due to dust by up to a factor of two (Bethell &
Bergin 2011a). Reducing the X-ray opacity causes deeper
layers in the disk to see X-ray photons having a similar
effect to increasing the X-ray luminosity. This would ver-
tically flatten the MRI inactive region but not reduce the
radial extent of the dead zone in the midplane.
6. FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
6.1. Radionuclide Ionization in the Midplane
An important source of ionization we have neglected
thus far is the decay of short-lived radionuclides (RNs).
Species such as 26Al and 60Fe have relatively short half-
lives, τ1/2 < 10 Myr, and therefore their presence in the
early Solar System is inferred by measurements of the de-
cay products in meteorites (Gray 1974; MacPherson et al.
1995, and others). While the net ionization rate from
RN depends on assumptions regarding their distribution
and abundances, typical values estimated for the Solar
Nebula from 26Al decay lie near ζRN = (7.3−10)×10−19
s−1 (Umebayashi & Nakano 2009). Thus ζRN in the early
Solar System likely rivals or even exceeds ζCR by orders of
magnitude for nearly all of the wind-modulation models
considered here. Even the unattenuated solar maximum
cosmic ray rate with a uniform 1.5%/AU CR gradient
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Figure 13. Plots of the X-ray only ionization rate throughout the
disk per H2, varying the stellar X-ray luminosity: LXR = a) 10
28
erg s−1 b) 1029.5 erg s−1 c) 1031 erg s−1. Filled contours show the
X-ray ionization rate, ζXR s
−1. Hatched region and contour lines
are the same as for Figure 12. The right panel, LXR = 10
31 erg
s−1, has a harder X-ray spectrum characteristic of flaring T-Tauri
stars, see Sections 2.2.1 and 5.3.
(Section 5.2) has ζCR(R) . ζRN within R ≤ 100 AU,
assuming the Solar Nebula value of ζRN (see Figure 9
dashed black line).
Consequently, short-lived radionuclides such as 26Al
may become the dominant source of ionization if they
are indeed present in an isolated (G0 ∼ 1) protoplane-
tary disk. To demonstrate the effect of the addition of
ionization by radionuclide decay at levels inferred in the
early Solar System, we have recreated the bottom panel
(TT Max) of Figure 12 to include contribution from de-
cay of 26Al by treating it as a uniformly well-mixed ion-
ization source throughout the disk with a magnitude of
ζRN = 7.3× 10−19 s−1 (Figure 14). In this case the mid-
plane ionization is clearly dominated by ionization as a
result of the local radionuclide decay. For comparison,
the presence of radionuclides has little effect on the size
of dead zones for the ISM models and moderately re-
stricts the extent of the dead zone to R ∼ 20 – 30 AU
for the Solar System-like cosmic ray models. For the TT
Max case, the dead region encompasses the inner R . 30
AU and contains 0.015 M of material in the dead zone.
Unfortunately, the ionization contribution from ra-
dionuclides in a “typical” disk however is entirely un-
known. Indeed, there is evidence for an enhanced abun-
dance of short-lived RN in the early Solar System. How-
ever, the source of this enhancement is exceedingly con-
troversial, typically falling into two categories: stellar
spallation (internal) (e.g., Lee et al. 1998; Shu et al. 2001)
or enrichment of the parent molecular cloud from super-
novae or Wolf-Rayet stars (external) (Wasserburg et al.
2006; Gounelle et al. 2009; Gaidos et al. 2009; Makide
et al. 2011; Gounelle & Meynet 2012). While 26Al can
be explained both by internal and external mechanisms,
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Figure 14. Quantities same as Fig. 12, now including uniform ionization from decay of short-lived radionuclides, ζRN = 7.3× 10−19 s−1.
The total ionization rate of H2 is given by ζtot = ζRN + ζCR + ζXR.
the presence of 60Fe is solely a stellar nucleosythensis
product and thus is external in origin. Indeed, an in-
ferred enhanced abundance of 60Fe found in chondrites
was originally attributed to a nearby type II supernova
during the formation of the Solar System (Tachibana
et al. 2006); however, this result has come under intense
scrutiny with later works claiming no such enhancement
(Moynier et al. 2011; Dauphas & Chaussidon 2011; Tang
& Dauphas 2012). In summary, the relative contribu-
tion from external versus internal processes is still un-
clear (for an extensive discussion see Adams 2010, and
references therein), but we know that the early Solar
System was to some degree enriched by external sources.
In Figure 9 we include the radionuclide ionization rate
as is computed from the mean interstellar abundance of
26Al derived from γ-ray observations of 26Al decay in
the Milky Way, (see discussion in Umebayashi & Nakano
2009). This rate is a factor of ∼ 8 below the Solar Neb-
ula value, lending credence to the hypothesis that the
Solar System formed in an enriched environment. Fur-
thermore Diehl et al. (2006) find the 26Al abundance to
be anisotropic throughout the galaxy, concentrated near
massive star-forming regions. Therefore this enhanced
radionuclide abundance may be typical of protoplanetary
disks formed in massive clusters.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have explored several mechanisms that
act to reduce the cosmic ray flux incident on protoplan-
etary disk surfaces. The first mechanism, exclusion by a
magnetized wind, actively operates within the Solar Sys-
tem and excludes cosmic rays at high efficiency, especially
at low ECR. We have extrapolated the magnitude of cos-
mic ray exclusion using spot coverage as a tracer of solar
magnetic activity to T-Tauri stars with spot coverages of
2% and 8%, and have examined the effects on the cosmic
ray energy spectrum J(E). For our extrapolated modu-
lation models we find good agreement with numerical and
analytical models of Svensmark (2006) and Cohen et al.
(2012) for their models of the young Sun (Y.S.), where we
have extrapolated their results at energies < 10 MeV. If
this reduction in the cosmic ray flux is real, the incident
cosmic ray flux should be reduced by at least ten orders
of magnitude for 1 MeV cosmic rays and five orders of
magnitude at 1 GeV. In the analysis of Turner & Drake
(2009), the authors attempt to account for cosmic ray
modulation by considering only cosmic rays with energy
above 100 MeV, where solar modulation is small. It can
be seen, however, from our results as well as the young
Sun models that cosmic ray modulation operates at all
energies when wind exclusion is significant (see Fig. 7).
Using the results of the cosmic ray propagation mod-
els of Padovani et al. (2009) we reconstruct the ioniza-
tion rate versus depth into a molecular slab (disk sur-
face) for the wind-modulated cosmic ray spectra (Fig. 9).
We provide numerical fits for the integrated cosmic ray
ionization rate ζCR(NH2) s
−1 for a range of modulation
strengths. At the low ionization rates inferred, cosmic
rays do not contribute significantly to the ionization rate
in the outer disk. Indeed, the calculated CR rates are
many orders of magnitude lower than the ionization rates
inferred from decay of short-radionuclides in the early
Solar System, though to what degree radionuclides con-
tribute to other systems is unknown. Regardless, in our
simple prediction for wind modulation in a T-Tauri star
system we find that the cosmic ray ionization rate is more
than an order of magnitude below the interstellar aver-
aged 26Al ionization rate, ζRN = 9.2 × 10−20 s−1 (Ume-
bayashi & Nakano 2009). Therefore, it is this value that
we recommend as a minimum H2 ionization rate in disks,
though there may be some variation with galactic loca-
tion (e.g. Diehl et al. 2006) and with disk evolution, i.e.
enhancement via dust settling (Umebayashi et al. 2013).
Furthermore, external radiation fields can contribute
to the S II ion abundance in the outer disk, but its con-
tribution is limited by dust extinction if some amount
of small dust is present. Elevated external FUV fields
present in stellar clusters, however, can dominate cosmic
rays, X-rays and radionuclides at the outermost surface
of the disk if the cosmic ray rate is reduced (Fig. 4). In
the absence of cosmic rays, a strong external field, and
radionuclides, the scattered stellar X-rays dominate the
H2 ionization in the outer regions of the disk.
In summary, we draw the following conclusions from
our models:
i. Modulation by stellar winds can reduce the cosmic
ray flux in the circumstellar environment by many
orders of magnitude, resulting in cosmic ray ioniza-
tion rates substantially lower (ζCR . 10−20 s−1) than
typically assumed in models of MRI turbulence and
circumstellar chemistry. At the low CR rates in-
ferred, the dominant source of ionization at the mid-
plane throughout the disk can become short-lived ra-
dionuclides, if present.
ii. If a T-Tauri star drives a Heliosphere-like region of
cosmic ray exclusion, the cosmic ray ionization rate
should be no higher than ζCR . 1.4 × 10−18 s−1,
the solar minimum modulation rate. This CR up-
per limit, however, is likely much too high given the
more extreme wind and magnetic properties of T-
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Tauri stars compared to the Sun, thus we expect
ζCR << 10
−18 s−1. At the lower end, however, de-
cay by short-lived radioactive particles should pro-
vide a floor to the H2 ionization rate set by
26Al
decay, ζRN & 9.2 × 10−20 s−1 at the mean interstel-
lar 26Al abundance (Umebayashi & Nakano 2009).
As a result, we recommend the inferred 26Al ra-
dionuclide ionization rate in the Solar Nebula for the
H2 ionization rate throughout protoplanetary disks,
ζRN = (7.3−10)×10−19 s−1 (Umebayashi & Nakano
2009) within a T-Tauriosphere. This is of course in
addition to X-ray ionization from the central star.
Outside of the T-Tauriosphere the cosmic ray rate
should be that of the ISM, and here we suggests ion-
ization rates in the range of the W98 and M02 models
(Sections 2.2.3 and 3.4).
iii. These rates can and will be tested with spatially and
spectrally resolved observations of molecular ions
with ALMA, at which point more complex models
of a T-Tauriospheric cosmic ray modulation will cer-
tainly be of interest. We defer predictions for chem-
ical effects until Paper II.
iv. Based on our models we provide fits to the ionization
rate ζCR(NH2) predicted for T-Tauri stars assuming:
1. extrapolated interstellar CR fluxes (i.e., unmod-
ulated), 2. solar wind modulated CR fluxes, and 3.
T-Tauri-like wind modulated CR fluxes. The analyt-
ical fits are in the same form as provided by Padovani
et al. (2009, 2013) and are made for ease in use in a
variety of physical and chemical simulations.
v. Global magnetic fields can modulate the cosmic ray
flux impacting the disk through the competing pro-
cesses of mirroring and funneling. The effect is lim-
ited to a net 50% reduction in addition to any wind
exclusion but will imprint a 50% radial gradient in
the CR ionization rate. The possibility of such an
effect will need to be considered when modeling “T-
Tauriospheres” around other stars, as they too will
imprint gradients in the cosmic ray flux.
vi. Under these low cosmic ray conditions, large regions
of the disk will be unable to sustain MRI turbulence.
Radionuclides can “reactivate” MRI turbulence in
the midplane outside of ∼ 25 AU if they are present
at the enhanced rates inferred for the Solar Nebula.
Furthermore, an enhanced external FUV radiation
field can create an active “shell” of material on the
disk’s outermost surface.
This paper represents only the first step in assessing
the exclusionary effects of winds and magnetic fields in
T-Tauri systems. Our work to date utilizes simple, but
physically motivated, models. More sophisticated the-
oretical work should thus be carried out as our under-
standing of the problem increases. Moreover, the effects
explored in this paper will have clear chemical implica-
tions that can be readily observed in the near future. As
one example, recent studies have sought to measure the
degree of turbulence in protoplanetary disks by observing
line broadening of strong gas emission lines (e.g., Hughes
et al. 2011; Guilloteau et al. 2012). While we expect ver-
tical stratification between the active surface and dead
midplane, it would not be unexpected to find additional
radial variations in, for example, turbulent line broaden-
ing and coagulative dust growth. In general, protoplan-
etary disks will be affected by a diversity of ionization
sources: stellar UV photons in the inner disk, X-rays in
the molecular layer, external radiation ionizing the outer
“skin” of the disk, and (potentially) both short-lived ra-
dionuclides and cosmic rays in the deep planet-forming
midplane. Furthermore, all of these ionization sources
are likely to vary — perhaps substantially — from sys-
tem to system. As a result, the determination of the
diverse ion chemistry of these disks, as well as the turbu-
lent kinematic properties, will be fertile ground for future
ALMA observations.
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APPENDIX
APPROXIMATION FOR THE INTERSTELLAR RADIATION FIELD
To determine the extent of the ionization contribution from the ISRF we take a “brute-force” approach and coarsely
sample our model on a cartesian grid. From each point in this subsample, we integrate outward along lines of sight
evenly spaced over 4pi steradians assuming azimuthal disk symmetry. To sample 4pi steradians uniformly is not trivial,
and we adopt here the “spiral-point technique,” see Saff & Kuijlaars (1997) for further details and specifically their
Equation 8. From these Na sampled rays we compute a weighted effective optical depth due to extinction by dust,
τeff = − ln
[
Na∑
a
1
Na
exp (−τa)
]
, (A1)
in all directions. The resulting flux is then simply FISRF = 1.6 × 10−3 G0 exp (−τeff) erg s−1 cm−2. The expression
above yields a scalar measure of the interstellar UV absorption by dust from all directions to a given point in the disk.
Note that this method includes only 1D absorption in a given direction and neglects dust scattering.
SULFUR CHEMISTRY
Even though sulfur is less abundant than carbon, it less effectively self-shields and therefore sees the interstellar
FUV field deeper in the disk than carbon. At the temperatures present in the outer disk, Tg . 20 K, most of the
S will be locked up in SO and CS on grains and carbon in CO ice. Visualizing the outer disk as an irradiated slab,
there are two dominant ionization fronts: the CO(gr) → CO → C → C II and CS/SO(gr) → CS/SO → S → S II.
The location of the ion–neutral transition depends on the intensity of the photodesorbing and photodissociating FUV
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Table 5
Reduced sulfur network adapted from the OSU gas-phase chemical network (March 2008;
Smith et al. 2004).
Reactants Products Rate κ (cm3 s−1 unless noted)
H+3 + CO −→ HCO+ + H2 κ1 = 1.61× 10−9
H+3 + O −→ H3O+ κ2 = 8.00× 10−10
S + OH −→ SO + H κ3 = 6.60× 10−11
H+3 + e
− −→ H2 + H or H + H + H α1 = 6.70× 10−8
[
Tg
300 K
]−0.52
H3O
+ + e− −→ OH + H2 α2 = 23 × 2.60× 10−7
[
Tg
300 K
]−0.5
S II + e− −→ S α3 = 3.90× 10−12
[
Tg
300 K
]−0.63
SO + gr −→ SO(gr) + gr f1 = 3.14× 10−10
[
8kTg
pimSO
]0.5
S + gr −→ S(gr) + gr f2 = 3.14× 10−10
[
8kTg
pimS
]0.5
SO(gr) + Temp −→ SO R1 = 1.32× 1012 × exp
[
−3.34×103 K
Td
]
s−1
S(gr) + Temp −→ S R2 = 9.29× 1011 × exp
[
−1.10×103 K
Td
]
s−1
SO(gr) + γUV −→ SO ΓD1 = 10−3σg/Nsites s−1
S(gr) + γUV −→ S ΓD2 = 10−3σg/Nsites s−1
SO + γUV −→ S + O ΓSO = 3.30× 10−10G0 s−1
OH + γUV −→ O + H ΓOH = 1.68× 10−10G0 s−1
S + γUV −→ S II + e− ΓPI = 7.20× 10−10G0 s−1
flux and the recombination rates. For continuum photo-processes, the determining factor is dust attenuation in the
outer disk if small grains are present. Because CO is very efficient at self shielding, the carbon ionization front traces
a thin “onion-layer” of C II near the disk surface. While sulfur is less abundant than carbon, it does not self-shield
as efficiently (in fact, small grains are more efficient, see Perez-Becker & Chiang 2011a), and as a result, sulfur can
be ionized at higher column densities than carbon, setting the deep ionization-front at the UV dust-attenuation limit.
Thus, while stellar FUV photoionization of carbon dominates the surface layers and the inner disk, sulfur supplies the
FUV-derived ions in the outer disk.
Carbon is ionized by FUV photons with 912–1109 A˚, while sulfur is ionized for photons of λ 912–1198 A˚, which
is equivalent to 7% and 10% of the interstellar FUV flux between 912 – 2000 A˚, respectively. Combining the stellar
and interstellar UV fields, we then solve for the steady-state S II abundance taking into account the pathways and
rates listed in Table 5 (from the OSU gas-grain network; Smith et al. 2004), as well as the total sulfur abundance:
Stot = S + S II + SO + SO(gr) + S(gr). To simplify the problem the electron abundance is computed from Eq. (10),
which intrinsically assumes most electrons come from ionization of H2, and we furthermore set the oxygen abundance
to be χO = 10
−10, consistent with the outer disk where most oxygen is in molecular gas or ice (Fogel et al. 2011). We
tested values ranging between χO = 10
−9 − 10−12 and find that the result does not depend strongly on the assumed
oxygen abundance. Additionally, we set the CO abundance to be χCO = χC ≡ 1.4× 10−4. In the following equations,
number density (cm−3) of a particular species is denoted by brackets around the species name, e.g., [CO]. First, we
compute directly the steady state abundances of H+3 and H3O
+:
[
H+3
]
=
ζH2 [H2]
κ1[CO] + α1[e−] + κ2[O]
,
[
H3O
+
]
=
κ2[H
+
3 ][O]
α2[e−]
.
In steady state, the S II number density can be rearranged into a quadratic form, A [S II]2 + B [S II] + C = 0, where
the coefficients are defined as follows:
A = −κ3α3[e
−]
ΓPI
(
1 + E
α3[e
−]
ΓPI
)
,
B =
[
κ3α3[e
−][Stot]
ΓPI
−
(
1 + E
α3[e
−]
ΓPI
)
ΓOH −Dα2α3κ3 [H3O
+] [e−]2
ΓPIΓSO
]
, and
C = ΓOH[Stot];
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with D and E defined as:
D =
[
1 +
f1[gr]
ΓD1 +R1
]
and
E =
[
1 +
f2[gr]
ΓD2 +R2
]
.
Upon solving the quadratic equation for [S II], the corresponding abundances of the other species can be computed
straightforwardly:
[S] =
α3[S II][e
−]
ΓPI
,
[OH] =
α2[H3O
+][e−]
κ3[S] + ΓOH
,
[SO] =
κ3[OH][S]
ΓSO
,
[SO(gr)] =
f1[SO][gr]
ΓD1 +R1
, and
[S(gr)] =
f2[S][gr]
ΓD2 +R2
.
In this treatment, we have significantly simplified the sulfur chemistry by excluding the formation of other S-bearing
species such as CS. In general, by allowing sulfur to take other pathways to form species such as CS, more sulfur will
be tied up in gas or ice phase molecules and will be less available for photoionization, pushing the ion-front closer
to the disk surface. For a detailed treatment of this problem, both the chemistry and multidirectional self-shielding
of molecules such as CO and sulfur need to be considered in detail. This approximation, however, gives a simple
expression for the ionization contribution from S II in the outer irradiated region in the disk.
